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SMALL, LOW-COST, EXPENDABLETURBOJETENGINE

II - PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS

by Robert P. Dengler and Lawrence E. Macioce

Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

A small experimental turbojet engine was tested at sea level static conditions and

over a range of simulated flight conditions to demonstrate the feasibility of low cost con-

cepts utilized in its design and to evaluate its performance potential. The basic design

was that of an axial-flow turbojet engine with a four-stage compressor, an annular com-

bustor, a single-stage turbine, and a fixed-area exhaust nozzle. The engine had a maxi-

mum diameter of 29 centimeters (11.5 in. ), an overall length of 96.5 centimeters

(38 in. ), and weighed about 59 kilograms (130 lb).

Testing was conducted at engine speeds as high as 37 000 rpm and at turbine inlet

temperatures as high as 1272 K (2290 ° R). During sea level static tests, steady-state

operation at maximum engine speed resulted in a compressor pressure ratio of about

4.3, an airflow of about 4.9 kilograms per second (10.8 lbm/sec), and a net thrust of

3118 newtons (701 lbf). The engine was subjected to a series of transient tests at sea

level to determine its acceleration-deceleration capabilities. In addition, the engine was

subjected to continuous operation at maximum test conditions for 1 hour to demonstrate

its endurance for short duration missions of expendable applications.

Simulated flight testing was conducted over a range of Mach numbers from 0.18 to

1.24 and altitudes from 610 to 9144 meters (2000 to 30 000 ft). For the design cruise

conditions of M0 = 0.8 and 6096 meters (20 000 ft), operation at the maximum engine

speed tested resulted in a compressor pressure ratio of about 4.3, a compressor airflow

of about 5 kilograms per second (11 lbm/sec), and a net thrust of 2318 newtons (520 lbf).

Data obtained over a range of inlet Reynolds number indexes for a nominal flight Mach

number of 0.38 indicated similar effects and trends on compressor characteristics as

those previously established for much larger engines.



INTRODUCTION

This report presents the performance characteristics of a small, low pressure
ratio, experimental turbojet enginedesignedfor an expendable-typeapplication. The
primary intent of this engineprogram was to demonstratesome low-cost conceptsunder
study at the NASALewis ResearchCenter.

As a meansof investigating and demonstratingthe feasibility of the basic concepts,
the Lewis ResearchCenter andthe Naval WeaponsCenter entered into a joint program
for sharing the costs of designingandfabricating a small turbojet engineincorporating
a number of the low-cost features. The Navy's primary objective was to demonstrate
the feasibility of replacing a rocket engineof a missile with a small, low-cost turbojet
engine. Sucha substitution appearedparticularly attractive since it was expectedto im-
prove the payloadandrange capability as well as result in a significant cost savings.
While the conceptsemployedwere aimed primarily at applications utilizing expendable
engines, suchas drones or remote piloted vehicles (RPV's), in somecasesthey would
apply to light subsonicaircraft as well. References1 to 5 report on someof the low cost
conceptsthat havebeenproposed.

Subsequentto analytical studies of candidateengines(refs. 6 to 8), a NASA-Lewis
contract was awardedto an enginemanufacturer to provide the additional necessaryde-
sign information alongwith the final engineeringdrawings for fabrication purposes. Ref-
erence 9 presents the designconceptsemployedalongwith somefabricational andpre-
liminary testing aspects. Initial testing was conductedto optimize the overall engineop-
erational characteristics. Suchparticulars as turbine stator throat area andthe camber
and setting anglesof compressor bladesand vaneswere adjustedor corrected as re-
quired, andthe sizing of the fixed area exhaustnozzlewas established. A discussion of
thesedevelopmental-typeprocedures is includedin references 9 and 10.

This report presents the results of performance tests conductedin both sea level
static and altitude test stands. Tests were conductedover a range of simulated altitudes
from sea level to 9144meters (30 000ft), enginespeedsfrom about26 000to 37000
revolutions per minute, averageturbine inlet temperatures up to 1272K (2290° R), and
simulated flight Machnumbers up to 1.24. In general, the dataare presentedfor var-
ious engineperformance parameters plotted as functions of engine speedfor the test
conditionsindicated. In addition, the effects of inlet Reynoldsnumber onselected com-
pressor parameters axepresentedfor a nominalflight Mach numberof 0.38.

Fn net thrust, N (lbf)

M0 flight Machnumber

SYMBOLS



N engine speed, rpm

P pressure, N/m 2 (psi)

Rel Reynolds number index, 5/q_f0

T temperature, K (OR)

W a airflow, kg/sec (lbm/sec)

Wf fuel flow, kg/hr (lbm/hr)

6 ratio of total pressure to NACA standard sea-level pressure of 10 129 N/m 2

(14.696 psi)

_/c compressor efficiency

8 ratio of total temperature to NACA standard sea-level temperature of 288.1 K

(518.7 ° R)

_p ratio of coefficient of viscosity corresponding with total temperature to coeffi-

cient of viscosity corresponding with NACA standard sea-level temperature of

288.1 K (518.7 ° R)

Subscripts:

R rated

s static

t total

1 to 6 engine stations

APPARATUS

Engine Design and Description

The expendable-type engine design generated for this investigation was that of an

axial-flow turbojet engine with a four-stage compressor, an annular combustor, a single-

stage turbine, and a fixed area exhaust nozzle. The basic requirements of the engine

were that it be small and relatively lightweight. In addition, the engine should be capable

of an air launch start, produce a thrust of 2674 newtons (600 lbf) at sea level static con-

ditions and 1560 newtons (350 lbf) at its cruise condition, and be self-sufficient for a

20-minute mission. More specifically, the engine was designed to satisfy the operating

characteristics, internal gas conditions, and other requirements summarized in table I.

The cross-sectional view of the engine design presented in figure 1 shows the engine

to have a maximum diameter of 29.2 centimeters (11.5 in. ) and a length of 96.5 centi-



meters (38 in. ). The basic weight of the enginewas 59kilograms (130lbm). Figure 2,
by showingthe major componentsof this engine surroundinganassembledversion, illus-
trates the simplicity of this design.

A number of low-cost features were incorporated in this enginedesignandare dis-
cussedin reference 9. A detailed description of the enginecomponentsandsomeof the
fabrication andassemblyaspectsare also includedin this reference.

Test Facilities

Two separate facilities were used to conduct the test programs for this experimental

engine. All sea level static testing was conducted in the Special Projects Laboratory

(SPL) of the NASA Lewis Research Center. Figure 3(a) shows the engine installed in

SPL. All the simulated flight testing for this engine was conducted in the Propulsion

Systems Laboratory (PSL), and figure 3(b) shows the engine installed in this facility. In

lieu of the integral-type beUmouth inlet used in the sea level static tests, a conventional

direct connect arrangement employing a labyrinth slip seal was used to allow insertion of

the inlet section into the plenum chamber where ram air conditions were provided for

engine operation.

Instrumentation

Research and operational instrumentation were provided on the engine in order to

determine the engine performance characteristics and to ensure safe operating condi-

tions. Figure 4 is a schematic of the engine showing the respective locations of various

engine stations where pressure and/or temperature measurements were made to deter-

mine flow conditions of the gas stream. All temperature measurements were made with

Chromel-Alumel-type thermocouples, while static pressures were obtained from wall

taps and total pressures from probes or rakes inserted into the air or gas stream. Other

important measurements included bearing temperatures, engine speed, fuel flow, engine

thrust, and engine vibrations. Two accelerometers located at the front and the rear of

the engine were positioned to indicate the vibration levels in both the vertical and hori-

zontal direction. A proximity probe was mounted directly over a retaining ring which

housed the outer race of the front bearing in order to provide an indication of the shaft

displacement. Most measurements were recorded on the Central Automatic Digital Data

Encoder (CADDE) system. Temperatures, fuel flows, engine speed, etc., were recorded

as voltage outputs through the Automatic Voltage Digitizer (AVD) system, and pressures

were obtained through the use of scanivalve transducers or the Digital Automatic Multiple



Pressure Recording (DAMPR) system. The data were then processed in a digital com-

puter. A detailed description of the CADDE system is given in reference II. A number

of duplicate measure ments were also recorded on roll strip charts in order to provide a

continuous record of selected parameters during the tests. The calibration accuracy of

the instruments used to obtain measurements during this investigation are listed as per-

cent error:

Scaaivalve

DAMPR

Load cell

Digital counter

Thermocouple

Flowmeter

Percent error

0.1

.1

.1

.l

.4

.5

Test Procedures

As indicated in reference 9, the camber and/or setting angles of the compressor

blading were adjusted in preliminary testing, and the optimum sizing of the turbine stator

throat area and the exhaust nozzle were established. No departure from this established

engine geometry was made in any of the testing reported herein. The engine utilized an

exhaust nozzle having a discharge area of 94 square centimeters (37 sq in. ), and it was

equipped with the simplified fuel control referred to in reference 9.

At sea level static conditions the normal procedure for obtaining steady-state data

was to operate the engine over a range of speeds from about 74 to 107 percent of the de-

sign rated corrected speed of 35 170 revolutions per minute. Data were recorded through

the automatic CADDE data recording system at engine speed increments of approximately

5 to 10 percent.

Following this mode of testing the acceleration-deceleration characteristics of the

engine were evaluated to determine the engine's transient response with particular atten-

tion directed toward compressor surge or combustor flameout problems. Subsequent to

the previous testing, and with engine still installed in the SPL facility, the engine was

subjected to an endurance-type test at conditions more severe than the original sea level

design point.

With the engine installed in the altitude chamber of the PSL facility, a series of tests

was conducted over a range of simulated flight conditions within a proposed operating



envelope. Thesealtitude tests followed much the sametesting procedure as that used
for the steady-state sea level static tests. Only limited transient (acceleration-
deceleration) tests were conductedat altitude conditions.

At simulated flight conditions the ram air suppliedto the engineinlet was usedto
windmill the engine to adequatespeedsin accommodatinganengine start. Different
windmilling speedsgenerally necessitatedadjusting the fuel control to obtain the required
fuel flow rate for proper engine starting.

Althoughtemperature measurementswere not obtainedat the turbine inlet (station4),
temperatures were calculatedfor this station using measuredtemperatures at station 6.
For a jet exhausttemperature of 1144K (2060° R) the turbine inlet temperature was cal-
culatedto be about 1272K (2290° R) at sea level static conditions.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Engine testing was conducted at both sea level static and simulated flight conditions.

Engine speeds as high as 37 000 rpm and turbine inlet temperatures as high as 1272 K

(2290 ° R) were investigated at sea level static conditions. Testing at simulated flight

conditions included Mach numbers from 0.18 to 1.24 and altitudes from 610 to 9144

meters (2000 to 30 000 ft).

The following paragraphs discuss the results of tests conducted on the engine for de-

termining its performance characteristics. The results are presented in the following

order:

Sea level static operation:

Steady-state characteristics

Transient characteristics

Endurance testing

Simulated flight operation:

Windmill engine starts

Steady-state characteristics

Reynolds number index correlation

Sea Level Static Operation

Steady-state characteristics. - Data for steady-state operation at sea level static

conditionswere obtained over a range of corrected engine speeds from about 74 to 107

percent of the rated design value of 35 170 rpm. Where applicable the data used for the



figures in this report have been normalized to standard pressure and temperature con-

ditions at sea level.

Figure 5 presents data plotted to reveal performance characteristics of the engine's

compressor. Parameters of pressure ratio, temperature ratio, corrected airflow, and

efficiency are presented in figures 5(a) to (d) as functions of the percent of rated correc-

ted engine speed, and figure 5(e) presents the compressor pressure ratio as a function of

the compressor's corrected airflow. The curve resulting from the plotted data in fig-

ure 5(e) represents the normal engine operating line for these sea level static conditions.

The engine performance characteristics are presented in figures 6(a) to if) by plot-

ting the parameters of corrected jet exhaust temperature, engine pressure ratio, engine

temperature ratio, corrected net thrust, corrected fuel flow, and specific fuel consump-

tion as functions of the percent of rated corrected engine speed. Table II presents a

comparison of design values for selected performance parameters with corresponding

test data for operation at the rated corrected engine speed condition of 35 170 rpmo The

design values listed are derived from table I and have been normalized to standard sea

level conditions. The values for actual test data were obtained from the curves of fig-

ures 5(a) to (d) and 6(a) to (e). In addition, this table also presents similar information

for actual engine operation at the maximum test condition of 107 percent of rated cor-

rected engine speed. Operation at this maximum condition resulted in a compressor

pressure ratio of 4.32, a corrected compressor airflow of 4.89 kilograms per second

(10. 79 lb/sec), and a net thrust of 3118 newtons (701 lbf).

A significant difference exists between the design and operational values of compres-

sor efficiency at the rated engine speed condition. The design value for compressor effi-

ciency was 0.83, whereas the actual experimental value was only 0.74. As shown in fig-

ure 5(d), the test results revealed a rather low compressor efficiency over the entire

range of speeds investigated. From an engine speed of about 75 percent of the rated cor-

rected value the compressor efficiency increases from about 0. 689 to a peak of 0.745 at

96 percent of rated speed and then drops off significantly at higher speeds. As dis-

cussed in reference 9, some adjustments to the compressor blading were made in the

preliminary testing without much success in improving compressor efficiency; the con-

clusion being that it would take a major redesign effort to increase the compressor effi-

ciency to the desired design values. This poor efficiency is reflected in the discrepan-

cies noted between the design and operational values Cat rated sueed) of weight flow and

pressure and temperature ratios of the compressor. The overall engine pressure ratio

is lower than the respective design value by about 17 percent. The required fuel flow is

somewhat lower than that of the design value, but then the airflow is also somewhat

lower. Actually, the fuel/air ratio for both design and actual operation at this rated

speed condition is approximately the same at 0. 018. In the category of net thrust, the

test data show a value that was approximately 14 percent lower than that of design. This



deficiency reflects itself in the specific fuel consumptionwhich results in a value about
15percent higher than the design value. When the engine speed was increased to the

of 37 000 rpm (N/_ = 107 percent of rated) the compressor efficiencymaximum speed

dropped to about 0.702. Despite this low efficiency, the engine operation resulted in a

net thrust of 3118 newtons (701 lbf) at this overspeed condition. This resultant thrust is

445 newtons (100 lbf) greater than the required design value at rated speed. For these

test conditions, the actual mechanical speed (N) of 37 000 rpm represented a 5=percent

increase over that of the design value of 35 170 rpm. However, when the engine speed

corrected to standard sea level conditions the parameter N/_2 resulted inwas

107 percent of the design rated corrected engine speed.

Transient characteristics. - The engine was subjected to a series of transient tests

in which the engine was accelerated from a moderate speed of about 26 000 rpm (75 per-

cent of the rated speed) to a predetermined higher speed; after the engine was stabilized,

it was decelerated to the initial speed. Throttle transients of this nature were made to

peak engine speeds of about 85, 95, and 105 percent of the corrected rated engine speed.

The engine accelerations and decelerations were accomplished by a smooth, continuous

movement of the throttle (manually) for increments of about 5, 3, and less than 1/2 sec-

ond (snap acceleration).

Generally speaking, the speed excursions for the slower throttle movements were

easily accomplished, but the snap accelerations generally caused compressor surge dur-

ing early tests. From preliminary testing of this engine (ref. 9) it was already evident

that the operating line for steady-state operating conditions for sea level static testing

was close to the compressor surge line. Despite this, and following some modifications

to the fuel control, the engine did complete all of the prescribed snap accelerations and

decelerations without experiencing a surge condition in subsequent testing. In addition,

no problems were experienced with regard to combustor flameout during any of the tran-

sient testing. Figure 7 shows data plotted from charts of continuous recordings for a

snap acceleration from about 75 to 105 percent of rated engine speed, and a subsequent

snap deceleration back to the initial speed. The engine throttle position and the engine

speed are plotted in figures 7(a) and (b), respectively, as functions of elapsed time in

seconds. The time required for the engine to accelerate to the preset condition of

105 percent of rated engine speed was just under 6 seconds. The engine was allowed to

stabilize at this speed for a period of seconds - up to a minute or so = before a snap de=

celeration was performed. Once again, the fuel control quickly responded to the rapid

throttle movement and the engine speed was reduced to about 75 percent speed in under

4 seconds.

The performance of the fuel control for this speed excursion is illustrated in fig=

are8. A generalized parameter consisting of corrected fuel flow (Wf/52_)/\ dividedby

percent of rated corrected engine speed {%NR/_9 ) is plotted against the compressor

8



pressure ratio (Pt, 3/Pt, 2). As discussed in reference 3, this fuel control conceptis
basedon the assumption that the maximum and minimum fuel limits canbe describedby
linear functions of corrected engineparameters. As shownin thefigure, straight lines
have beendrawn through datapoints to depict the acceleration and deceleration limits
which canbe preset through adjustmentson the fuel control mechanism.

Endurance testing. - In order to verify the engine capabilities with respect to the life

requirements for the proposed application, an endurance-type test was conducted at the

maximum speed condition of 37 000 rpm with the 94 square centimeter (37 in. 2) exhaust

nozzle for 1 hour of continuous operation. The performance results of this test are pre-

sented in table II, and they are also shown in figures 5 and 6 for 107 percent of the rated

corrected engine speed. The data presented are for the average of 12 steady-state read-

ings taken during the 1-hour endurance test. The average corrected thrust rating for

this endurance test was 3118 newtons (701 lbf), which exceeded the Naval Weapons Center

requirement of 2669 newtons (600 lbf) for sea level static operation. Since the duration

of the proposed mission for the NWC engine demonstration was of the order of 20 min-

utes, this endurance test was considered more than adequate.

Simulated Flight Operation

Data for steady-state operation at engine speeds from about 74 to 107 percent of the

rated corrected design value were obtained over a range of simulated flight conditions.

These operating conditions covered a range of flight Mach numbers from 0.17 to 1.24

and representative altitudes from 610 to 9144 meters (2000 to 30 000 ft). A summary

tabulation of operating conditions is presented in table IN. Figure 9, which presents the

operating conditions listed in table _I as a plot of flight Mach number against altitude,

illustrates the intended operating envelope. Also shown plotted in this figure are the

representative conditions for which successful windmilling engine starts were achieved.

Windmill engine starts. - For an engine to be started in flight from windmilling con-

ditions, it is important to determine the compressor airflow in order to ensure adequate

conditions for combustion along with proper adjustments to the fuel control for acceptable

fuel flow schedules. The windmilling characteristics for this engine are illustrated in

figure 10. This figure presents corrected windmilling speed and corrected compressor

weight flow plotted as a function of flight Mach number. Extended windmilling operation

was avoided because of unfavorable front-bearing lubrication qualtities at this condition.

The oil-mist bearing lubrication deficiency was caused by an adverse pressure gradient

that existed between the bearing cavity on one side of the bearing and the compressor

rotor inlet region on the other side of the bearing. As a consequence, only a representa-

tive number of windmilling conditions were attempted. The curve of figure 10(a) indi-

cates that the corrected windmilling speed is directly proportional to the flight Mach



number. The dataplotted in figure 10(b)indicate that althoughthe corrected compressor
weight flow is not directly proportional to theflight Machnumber, it is somefunction of
that parameter. Engine starts from the windmilling conditionwere madeat three differ-
ent flight Machnumber conditionsof about0.38, 0.65, and 0.82 (seefig. 9). At the
Machnumber of 0. 38, enginestarts were successfully attemptedat altitudes of 1524,
3048, 4572, and 6096meters (5000, 10000, 15000, and20 000ft). Onceagain, in the
interest of preserving enginelife andreducing testing time, only a minimum numberof
engine starts were attempted. The conditionsfor which enginestarts were attempted
and successfully completedwere consideredadequatefor the intendedapplication.

Steady-state characteristics. - The steady-state performance characteristics of this

engine at simulated flight conditions are presented in figures 11 and 12. The format

presentation of these data is similar to that for sea level static conditions; also, as a

convenience for comparative purposes, the curve for the sea level data is also presented

in these figures. For the purpose of clarity, only data for nominal flight Mach numbers

of 0.24, 0.50, 0.82, and 1.24 have been selected as being representative to show the

trends and characteristics.

The plotted data of figure 11 reveal the compressor performance characteristics for

simulated flight conditions. Plots of the compressor parameters, pressure ratio, tem-

perature ratio, and corrected airflow, ave presented as functions of percent of rated

corrected engine speed in figures ll(a) to (c), respectively. Curves are presented in

these figures for only the sea level static condition (M = 0.0) and the maximum flight

speed condition of M = 1.24. These two curves form the boundaries for the band of test

data plotted. Figure ll(d) presents data for the compressor parameter, pressure ratio,

plotted as a function of the compressor corrected airflow. Curves, or operating lines,

are presented for data of all the flight Mach number conditions plotted; in addition to the

sea level static data curve being presented, the compressor surge line curve for this

engine has been replotted from reference 9. As indicated by this figure, the effect of in-

creasing the flight Mach number (increasing ram pressure) is to shift the operating line

away from the surge line. At the design cruise Mach number of 0.80 this engine then has

ample stall margin with the exhaust nozzle having a discharge area of 94 square centi-

meters (37 in. 2).

Reference 12 presents an analog computer simulation of this basic engine design for

determining the performance characteristics for various test conditions. Slight varia-

tions in inlet operating conditions, efficiencies, and exhaust nozzle sizing prevented a

direct comparison of the engine simulation data with the original design data of table I

for either the sea level static or cruise condition. Although the data are not directly

comparable, the general trends for the engine operational data presented herein closely

resemble the results of the engine simulation study. It will be seen that in both the re-

sults of reference 12 and in figures 11 and 12 of this report that the data tend to converge

10



at the higher engine speeds for all Mach number conditions. For a condition of in-

creased Mach number the engine tends to operate at lower jet exhaust (and therefore

lower turbine inlet and outlet) gas temperatures (see fig. 12(a)), which results in con-

tributing to the lower net thrust values (see fig. 12(d)). At the design cruise condition

(M 0 = 0.8, 6096 m (20 000 ft)) experimental data indicated that the engine was operating

at a corrected jet exhaust temperature of 808 K (1455 ° R) with a corrected net thrust of

1382 newtons (310 Ibf) compared to 1007 K (1812 ° R) and 1640 newtons (368 ibf) for the

corrected design values of table I. At the maximum mechanical speed of 37 000 rpm

(corrected rated engine speed of 107 percent), however, the engine operated with a cor-

rected jet exhaust temperature of 1036 K (1865 ° R) resulting in a corrected net thrust of

2318 newtons (520 lbf). For these maximum test conditions the thrust value was in ex-

cess of the Naval Weapons Center's cruise condition requirement by more than 669 new-

tons (150 Ibf).

Reynolds number index correlation. - The basic objective of this investigation, with

regard to engine operation, was to obtain data for sea level static conditions and for a

range of simulated flight conditions within the operational envelope of figure 9 in order to

allow the Naval Weapons Center to integrate this information into their demonstration

test plans. The performance characteristics of this engine have been presented thus far

without regard for effects on performance due to variation inlet Reynolds number index

(52/(P2_r_). Previous engine investigations (suchas refs. 13to 18) have noted the fall-

ure of performance variables to generalize for all altitudes and flight Mach numbers over

the range of engine speeds where sonic flow exists in the exhaust nozzle, and the studies

have attributed the cause of this phenomena to low inlet Reynolds number indexes. In the

larger engines, for which considerable data are available, the evaluation data seem to

generalize for inlet Reynolds number indexes of about 0.5 and higher, but for indexes

less than 0.5 the data do not generalize. References 13 to 18 are good examples of

engine evaluations which illustrate this phenomena. In the investigation presented herein,

no concerted effort was made to operate the engine at test conditions outside the oper-

ational envelope, and most of the data obtained were for the engine operating with the ex-

haust nozzle in the unchoked condition. Generally speaking, since the engine would have

had to be operated at somewhat higher altitudes to obtain data for the lower Reynolds

number indexes of interest, a broad range of inlet Reynolds number indexes was not cov-

ered. Despite this, and because there are littleor no such data available for turbojet en-

gines in this size category, those data considered applicable regarding the effects of inlet

Reynolds number are presented.

A comparison of data has been made for engine operation at a nominal flight Mach

number of 0.38 and for inlet Reynolds number indexes varying from about 0.3 5 to 1.0.

Figures 13(a) to (c) illustrate the effects of varying Reynolds number indexes on the com-

pressor characteristics, airflow, pressure ratio, and efficiency, respectively, for the

11



engine speeds investigated. Despite a paucity of data, the figures do reflect certain de-

finite trends. In figure 13(a) the data of corrected compressor airflow for inlet Reynolds

number indexes of 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 do generalize, while the data for the lower indexes

of 0.50, 0.45, and 0.35 do not generalize as evidenced by the separate curves for each

of these values. For a given engine speed, the indicated trend is that a lower value of

airflow results for an inlet Reynolds number index of at least 0.5 and below. The plot of

compressor pressure ratio against speed (fig. 13(b)) shows very good generalization of

data over the entire range of engine speeds for all inlet Reynolds number indexes from

0.35 to 1.0. The data for compressor efficiency (fig. 13(c)) show a trend similar to that

for compressor airflow in figure 13(a). In general, the trends shown in these curves are

very similar to those experienced in the larger engines such as reported oa in references

13 to 18. Figures 14(a) and (b) are crossplots of data presented in figures 13(a) and (c),

respectively, for an engine speed of 100 percent of rated; they directly illustrate the ef-

fects of inlet Reynolds number index on both compressor airflow and compressor effi-

ciency.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A small, experimental turbojet engine was fabricated according to a design which in-

corporated several low cost concepts and which was intended for an expendable applica-

tion. The engine was subsequently subjected to a series of tests at both sea level static

and simulated flight conditions. The following summarizes the results of this investi-

gation:

1. The engine was successfully operated at both sea level static and simulated flight

conditions within the intended operational envelope. Testing conditions included repre-

sentative altitudes as high as 9144 meters (30 000 ft) and flight Mach numbers as high as

1.24.

2. At its design speed the engine was unable to produce the required thrust values of

2669 newtons (600 lbf) at sea level static operation and 1557 newtons (350 lbf) at its de-

sign cruise condition of M0 = 0.8 and 6096 meters (20 000 ft). Unexpectedly low com-

pressor efficiencies (0.69 to 0.74) were undoubtedly a major contributing factor for the

low thrust outputs. In addition, the poor compressor performance resulted in a rela-

tively small stall margin for operation at sea level static conditions. Operation at a con-

dition of 107 percent of the rated corrected engine speed, however, did produce thrusts

well in excess of the required values. For this overspeed condition, the engine produced

a net thrust of 3118 newtons (701 lbf) at sea level static and 2318 newtons (520 lbf) at its

simulated cruise condition.
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3. The enginedemonstratedits capability of transient operation by successfully
completing a series of acceleration-deceleration tests at sea level static conditionswith-
out encounteringa surge or flameout condition. Thesetests included a snapacceleration
(throttle advancein less than 1/2 sec) from about26 000to 37000 rpm (approximately 75
to 105percent of its rated enginespeed).

4. The enginesuccessfully completeda 1-hour continuoussteady-state test at sea
level static for the maximum speedcondition of 37000rpm; it thereby proved its capa-
bility for a proposedmission having a duration of 20 minutes.

5. The engine successfully completedseveral starts from a windmilling operation at
various simulated flight conditionswithin its proposedoperational envelopeto demon-
strate its capability for an intendedair launch.

6. Dataobtainedfrom this investigation indicate that the effect on the engine's com-
pressor characteristics resulting from varying the inlet Reynolds number index produced
trends similar to thosepreviously establishedfor much larger engines. For a nominal
Machnumber of 0.38, the datageneralize for inlet Reynoldsnumber indexesof 0.5 or
greater, while at lower indexesthe datado notgeneralize.

Lewis Research Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Cleveland, Ohio, July 22, 1976,

505-05.
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TABLE I. - ENGINE DESIGN VALUES FOR OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

AND INTERNAL GAS CONDITIONS

[Values in uncorrected form; i.e., not generalized to sea level conditions. ]

Condition

Altitude, m (ft)

Mach number

Ambient temperature, K (OR)

Power setting

Speed, rpm

Inlet pressure ratio

Compressor:

Airflow, kg/sec (lbm/sec)

Inlet temperature, K (OR)

Outlet temperature, K (OR)

Inlet pressure, N/m 2 (psia)

Pressure ratio

Adiabatic efficiency

Sea level -' _ic

'o)
(o)

288 _ _)

Max.

35 170

0.95

4. 387 (9. 672)

288 (519)

455 (819)

96 530 (14.0)

4.0

0.83

Outlet pressure, N/m 2 (psia)

Combustor:

Adiabatic efficiency

Outlet temperature, K (OR)

Outlet pressure, N/m 2 (psia)

Heating value, J/kg (Btu/lbm)

Burner pressure ratio

Fuel-air ratio

Turbine:

Adiabatic efficiency

Pressure ratio

Mass flow, kg/sec (lbm/sec)

Outlet temperature, K (oR)

Outlet pressure, N/m 2 (psia)

Nozzle:

Nozzle pressure ratio

Nozzle area, m 2 (ft 2)

Thrust coefficient

Performance:

Net thrust, N (lbf)

Specific fuel consumption, (kg/lb)/N((lb/hr)/lb)

384 740 (55.8)

0.96

1119 (2015)

360 610 (52.3)

4.33x107 (18 640)

0.937

0.0183

0.88

1.881

4. 468 (9. 849)

979 (1762)

191 680 (27.8)

1.891

0.0179 (0.193)

0.99

2543 (571.8)

1. 114

Cruise

6096 (20 000)

0.8

249 (448)

Cruise

34 700

0.99

3.24 (7.14)

281 (505)

439 (791)

70 330 (10.2)

4.0

0.85

281 320 (40.8)

0.96

1089 (1960)

263 390 (38.2)

4.33x107 (18 640)

0.937

0.0172

0.88

1. 854

3.296 (7.267)

954 (1718)

142 040 (20.6)

3.048

0.0179 (0.193)

0.99

1562 (351.2)

1.300
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Design

Engine data

Engine data

TABLE II. - COMPARLSON OF SELECTED ENGINE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AT SEA LEVEL STATIC CONDITIONS

Corrected Compressor

engine pressure

speed, ratio,

_NR/'_'2, Pt, 3/Pt, 2

percent

of rated

100 4.0

(35 170 rpm

100 3.68

107 4.32

Compressor Corrected

temperature compressor

ratio, airflow,

Tt, 3/TI, 2 _,

6 2

kg/sec (Ibm/see)

1.58 4.60 (10.15)

1.61 4.45 (9.81)

1. 74 4.89 (10.79)

Compressor Corrected

efficiency, jet exhaust

_c temperature,

Tt, 6/_2 ,

K (OR)

Engine Engine

pressure temperature

ratio, ratio,

Pt, 6/Pt, 2 Tt, 6/Tt, 2

0.83 979 (1762) 1.99 3,39

• 738 961 {1730) 1. 60 3. 33

. 702 1123 (2021) 1.86 4.07

Corrected

net

thrust,

F/52.

N(lbf)

2669 (600)

2230 (501)

3120 (701)

Corrected

fuel flow,

Wf

52_2 '

kg/hr (lbm/hr) ;

303 (669)

293 (645)

435 (958)

TABLE IH. - SUMMARY OF STEADY-STATE OPERATING CONDITIONS

FOR SIMULATED FLIGHT DATA

Altitude Flight Mach number,

M 0
m ft

610 2 000 0.38, 0.68

1524 5 000 0.24, 0.38, 0.61, 0.68

3048 10 000 0.24, 0.38, 0.50

4572 15 000 0.17, 0.50, 0.68, 0.82, 1.07

6096 20000 0.38, 0.50, 0.68, 0.82

6706

7315

7620

7925

8534

9144

Inlet Reynolds number index,

52/_2 _2

0.99, 1.15

0.88, 0.91, 1.04, 1.17

0.76, 0.80, 0.84

0.65, 0.72, 0.79, 0.85, 1.06

0.51_ 0.62, 0.67, 0.75

22 000 0.38

24 000 0.38

25000 0.68, 0.82, 1.08, 1.24

26 000 0.38

28 000 0.38

30 000 0.51, 0.82, 1.09, 1.24

0.47

0.43

0.57, 0.62, 0.75, 0.86

0.39

0.36

0.35, 0.45, 0.61, 0.74
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Figure 1. - Cross-sectional view o_engine design.
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Figure 2. - Assembled engine and itsmajorcomponenls.
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(a) SPL facility (sea level static testingL

Facility exhaust duct

(b) PSL facility (altitude test chamber).

Figure 3. - Engine installations.

C-73-1635
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outlet outlet Jet exhaust
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(a) Instrumentation stations.

o Total pressure
[] Static pressure

*, Temperature

Station I Station 2 Station 3 Station 5 Station 0

(bl Individual station layout (viewed looking upstream).

Figure 4. - Engine instrumentation layout.
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Figure 5. - Compressorperformance characteristics at sea level static conditions. Ratedengine speed, 35 170rpm.
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